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PREFACE
(a guide to using this book)

This book is written to introduce the roleplaying game Dream Factory, not only to
RPG veterans, but to those who have never heard of roleplaying before. As such, it
focuses not only on the game system, but also best practices of participating in RPGs
either as a player or running them as a GM – with a special eye on doing so with this
system.
If you already know how to play these games, especially if you are an accomplished
GM in your own right, certain sections of this book are ones you could skim lightly or
possibly skip altogether. But if you have never played RPGs before – or if you have never
played narrative RPGs (which are a very different kind of beast from classical, traditional
RPGs) – then reading this book carefully is a good idea.
Even if you are a master GM, there are many tips and tricks within, and perhaps one
or two will be helpful. At the very least, it can be affirming to see techniques and
approaches espoused that one has already embraced, a “Tell it, brother!” moment.
Two further textual notes: key concepts or phrases will generally be bolded the first
time they are used or defined. Most of them can be found in the Glossary at the end of
this book, with references back to the sections that employ them. Not all bold text is a
key concept however; some bolding is just for effect.
Also, in this book (and in common usage) please note that when referring to
multiple dice, the word “dice” is used, but when referring to only one, the singular of
“dice” is “die” as in: “I wanted three dice but the GM only gave me a single die.”

PREFACE, PART II
(the need for this second edition)

Releasing the first edition of Dream Factory was a proud moment for me. It was the
first front to back game I had designed, and having played it for over a year, I knew it
worked. Many folks had fun playing all kinds of games in Dream Factory. Thinking I was
finished, I relaxed and went back to playing it myself. Soon after, I noticed a small
change that I thought would improve the game. And then I discovered another small
modification that improved gameplay; and then more.
In addition to mechanic improvements, upon reflection and in interactions with
readers of the now published Dream Factory book, I became aware how this passage
was unclear and how that section could be worded better. Inch by inch, I began to
realize that Dream Factory needed another go ‘round, a second edition. And as soon as I
saw that, I began in earnest, searching the system for each and every improvement I
could make – in for a penny, in for a pound, I reasoned.
Now, almost a year after the first edition’s release, I have gone over every inch of
the system and (with the help of my friends) streamlined some unnecessary
complexities, adjusted other rules to be more balanced, even added a new system or
two where required. We’ve play-tested the heck out of this new and evolved collection
of mechanics, and will now present them, hopefully more smoothly than before.
One brief example of this evolution in action should suffice: in the original Dream
Factory, whenever the GM and the player’s dice totals tie, the tie-breaking rule was to
see who had the highest die among their dice – and if those were tied, the next highest,
and so on.
But in practice, this was found to be problematic. In a game environment, chaos is
ever present, and I found it difficult to guarantee that the dice would remain
undisturbed for long enough to be able to employ this method. That’s why in this new
edition, ties are broken simply, by flipping a coin, rock-paper-scissors, or by rolling a
single die for odds-or-evens.
That’s just one small change among many – and some of the changes are much
more far-reaching. However, we have been playing this new edition of Dream Factory
for the better part of a year now, and I can report that it works even better than the
last. So without further ado, allow me to introduce to you Dream Factory, Second
Edition.

INTRODUCTION
(the section you can skip if you want to get right to how the game is played)

What is Dream Factory?
If you are familiar with roleplaying games, such as Dungeons and Dragons, White
Wolf, or GURPS, than you already know what a roleplaying game(RPG) is: people
getting together to dream up stories, narratives, and adventures, guided by the rules of
the particular roleplaying system they are using. Some may take place in the past or the
future, or in an enchanted land, or in a world pretty much like this one, usually with
some twist or slant.
Usually there is one person selected to “run” the game. This is someone who has
learned the rules, settles any disputes or rules questions, and who spends most of their
time presenting the context of the adventure. There are a lot of different and fanciful
names for this role, including Dungeon Master, Storyteller, and Referee. In Dream
Factory, we simply call this person the GameMaster, or GM.
The other people are the players. They are expected to not only invest themselves
in whatever overall narrative is being generated, but also to create an alter ego, a
character inside the story that is “their” character. It is the defeats and triumphs of this
character that matter the most to them – this character’s drama takes center stage for
the player.
As Dream Factory is suitable for a small group of people – say, one GM and two to
five players, with each player playing their own character (called a player’s character or
PC), and the GM playing all the other characters not played by players (called nonplayer characters or NPCs) – a substantial task.
Dream Factory, then, like many roleplaying games, consists of the back and forth of
the GM describing to the players what their characters see, hear, sense, and so forth,
and the players announcing to the GM how their characters react and what they are
attempting to do. It is in the resolution of this interplay – PCs acting within the narrative
– that in large part differentiates one RPG from another.
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Traditional versus Narrative Roleplaying Games
There are two general kinds of RPGs – traditional and narrative. Traditional RPGs tend
to try to simulate the chances of something happening with a roll of the dice to determine
whether it did or not. For example: if according to some RPG system, a player’s character
trying to pick the lock of a particular safe in poor lighting and rushed for time had a one in
six chance of success, the rules might tell you to roll a normal six-sided die (also called a
d6). On a result of 6 the character is successful, otherwise, not so much.
Some traditional RPGs are simple lightweight affairs, while others have detailed and
complex rules that try to make sure a player’s chance to successfully roll the right
number on some dice closely mirrors their character’s chance to accomplish the task at
hand inside the game world. With traditional RPGs, when characters succeed at their
task (say, cracking open the safe), what gets revealed (say, the contents of the safe) is
not up to them but to the GM, who alone can determine the content of the game. It
isn’t up to the players to invent anything, merely to choose what actions their
characters will attempt to perform, such as opening safes, jumping chasms, and rescuing
princes.
Narrative RPGs are usually different. First off, when checking to see if a character
opens the safe, realism – factors such as the character’s safecracking skill, the quality of
the tools at hand, the type of lock involved – do not factor into whether the character
opens the lock or not. Instead the most important factor normally is should the
character open the lock – is it best for the overall story? For example, a character who
has had many setbacks may be due for something to go their way, while a character
who has been cruising through challenges may need a failure to bring the drama back to
the forefront. There are many ways narrative RPGs determine the outcome of critical
points in the stories that these games build. The criteria are usually what ought to
happen dramatically, for the good of the story, not necessarily what really would
happen if the situation were real.
Another factor common to many narrative RPGs is shared authorship of the world of
the game. In these kinds of games, the players, under certain circumstances, get to
decide facts about the world their characters adventure in. It could very well be that
making the roll to open the safe also permits the successful player to choose what is
found in the safe, something never permitted in traditional RPGs which leave that under
the GM’s control.

What makes Dream Factory different?
Dream Factory is the best of both worlds, where you can have your cake and eat it
too. Stories are best when they fulfill our goals and needs for them. After all, if TV shows
and films were as chaotic and unpredictable as real life, they wouldn’t be any fun. It is
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the story as a crafted gem that compels us to care about it – not how “realistic” it is. Any
good story needs to appear consistent and make sense – but it doesn’t have to (nor
should it) accurately or obsessively mimic the randomness found in reality.
On the other hand, one of the most rewarding experiences RPG players can have is
getting caught up in their characters and the drama surrounding them. This is somewhat
less possible if players have the kind of authorship and control granted to them in
narrative RPGs. In other words, if players, with a few good rolls, can not only open the
safe but decide what is in it, they aren’t simply playing their characters, but are creating
their worlds.
Dream Factory keeps the role of GM as in traditional RPGs, with the GM having the
sole right of authorship, while at the same time determining the outcomes of the PC’s
actions based on narrative appropriateness and dramatic merit. This results in stories as
compelling as anything you can see on the silver screen, on TV, or find in a book. Dream
Factory is nothing more or less than a fairly simple system for one gamer to guide the
others in the telling of a captivating dramatic narrative featuring the characters they
have created and embodied.
Also, while some roleplaying games encourage an antagonistic or adversarial
relationship between the GM and the players, Dream Factory is completely the
opposite. In Dream Factory, the GM/player relationship is intended to be fully
collaborative and focused on the mutual goal of creating a story experience that is
amazing for all. While each has different roles to play, as will be detailed next, the
purpose of the GM and the players is the same, and all are considered to be ultimately
on the same side.

The role of the GM in Dream Factory
Although the nitty-gritty of the game’s rule set will begin in the next chapter, we will
be well served by taking a moment to frame the base roles of the players and the GM,
not just in general but with respect to Dream Factory in particular.
The GM has the most complex and challenging job, but when done successfully,
possibly the most rewarding one. Everything the GM does boils down to one goal:
ensuring that everyone playing the game, including themselves, is having a compelling
time and having their gaming needs met – usually entailing that factors such as fun,
drama, excitement, wonder, and amazement are in good supply.
It’s up to the GM to figure out as best they can what each player is looking to get
from this storytelling experience and find interesting ways to provide it. Unique plots,
fascinating NPCs, surprising twists, and emotional situations are just a few of the tools in
the storytelling toolkit. At the same time, GMs also need to make sure that they
themselves are getting at least as much out of the game as they are putting into it, or
else they may well elect to stop.
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So then, the GM is a guide, finding ways to create captivating story experiences for
the whole group. Being a good GM is like being a good cook – assembling the right
ingredients in the right proportions, and baking them for just the right time under the
right temperature and conditions. Becoming too overzealous or too laid-back can ruin
the recipe, but once one gets the feel for it, a GM can bake a pretty darn satisfying story
experience most every time. Here are a few of the tools GMs have to make sure the
game stays on track and has the greatest probability of meeting the players’
expectations.

The Final Say
GMs have the final say in every matter across the whole game. They can even
overrule the rules of the game itself when they judge it to be in the best interests of all
concerned. Once a GM has made their decision on any matter, that’s it.
That may seem harsh, but there is a very powerful limiting factor on abuses of this
level of power – quite simply, any GM who abuses their power in ways that make the
game not worth playing will not have players for long, and a GM without players is not a
GM at all.
Ultimately, players have to trust GMs to always be acting for the good of the people
playing the game – and GMs have to deliver on that trust. They should always listen to
their players’ concerns and requests, and the players should then trust the GM to do
what is best for all. Without this base level of trust, the game is not possible.

Realism Judge
Dream Factory is the kind of game that doesn’t have copious rules and tables to
determine whether something is “realistic” or not. This duty falls to the GM. If players
want their character to pick up something, the GM has three responses. If the item is
light, like a piece of paper, then (assuming this doesn’t occur in a wind tunnel) the GM
would simply permit it, without even needing to check for failure. If the item is
exceedingly heavy like a battleship (and the character doesn’t have Super Strength), the
GM would simply disallow even the attempt, telling the player it’s simply not possible.
And finally, if the item is of medium weight, like a solid metal block, the GM may choose
to invoke the rules of this game to see whether or not the player is successful.
Dream Factory doesn’t say which actions are trivial, which are impossible, and which
fall somewhere in between. That decision is left up to the GM, who should consider all
the factors, such as the described strength and physique of the character, the
reasonably expected weight of the block, any history of either the character’s strength
or the block’s weight earlier in the story, as well as any special circumstances, such as
drugs going through the character’s system or a magic weight-reducing spell on the
block. Players are both expected and encouraged to share with the GM why they think
an action should be trivial, possible, or impossible, but players are also expected to
accept the GM’s ruling.
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Ultimately, while there may be some difference of opinions in the margins, when
watching a movie or their favorite TV show most people instinctively know what’s
realistic enough to be believable and what’s not. It’s the GM’s job to ensure the same
applies to the story and the happenings within.

The World Authority
The GM is also the authority on what exists and what doesn’t exist in the game
world. When the players open a letter, the GM invents what’s inside the envelope (if
they haven’t already.) When the players open a safe, the GM has to decide what is
inside. When the players meet a new NPC (a character not played by one of the players),
the GM has to decide who this character is, what he or she is after, how the character
reacts, and what face he or she presents to the PCs.
It all comes down to this: the GM is responsible for informing the players what their
characters see, hear, taste, smell, feel, and sense. As such, the GM is responsible for
inventing the entire world and setting and everything within it. So if the players ask
what articles they see in the local newspaper, the GM should either trot out some
headlines they have already invented for just this very question, or make them up on
the spot.
Nevertheless, the players shouldn’t be shut out of the creative process completely.
Sometimes a player will come up with an interesting idea, such as a unique slant on an
NPC or a nifty description for a building, ideas that perhaps rival what the GM had
figured out, if the GM had anything special in place at all.
The GM should encourage the creativity of the players, while warning them that the
GM has a structure already in place that has to take priority for the integrity of the
story. However, the more the GM can enfold the creativity of their players into the
overall world and mythos, the more rewarding the game can be for everyone.
One particular area where the players’ creativity should be given special latitude is
in the creation and ongoing definition of their own characters. If the character the
player is portraying is a nautical buff, they may ask the GM if maybe their character
might have learned a bunch of special knots that perhaps they could use in the current
situation. That could add flavor not just to the scene but to the character’s backstory. Of
course, the GM would also be wise not to permit this approach to be used to the point
of abuse.

Guardian of the Goal
The most important job the GM has is to make sure the story and game are
delivering on the overall goal of the group. This could mean making sure the fun factor is
high, that the game is as sudsy as any soap on TV, or that that players have the ability to
make a difference in the story – with their characters possibly experiencing growth in
the process.
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Whatever gamers (including the GM) want out of the experience overall, the GM’s
main job is to try to figure out how to make it happen – to make the payoff worth the
journey and the journey worth taking.

Stand-in Narrator
A lot of Dream Factory involves narration. Usually it’s the GM doing much of the
narration, but when successful, the players can win the right to narrate significant parts
of the story. If a player is not feeling up to it, they can always ask the GM to stand-in for
them. In these cases, the GM’s job is to narrate the outcome the player wanted and
won as the player’s narrative proxy.

The role of the player in Dream Factory
The role of the player in Dream Factory can be much simpler than that of the GM. At
base, all they have to do is enfold themselves in the narrative game experience. The
players listen to the GM narrate what their characters are seeing, hearing, sensing, etc.,
and then they choose how their characters act and react to the events and truths of the
story. Investing themselves in the story – specifically their character’s place in the story
– and using that to achieve the players’ game and story goals is the point of playing
Dream Factory, whether those goals are to simply have fun, or to partake in and help
create rich, complex, and compelling storytelling – or any points in between.
Of course, the more the players participate (as welcomed by the GM,) the more
they will get out of the game. Some players go all the way, writing homework essays in
between episodes (game sessions) at the invitation of the GM to flesh out significant
story entities, like the local biker gang or a detailed book of ritual magic. Others bring
interesting ideas to the table during the game, for the GM to use as they see fit. Still
others seek to really get inside the skin of their character, to make their character’s
actions and reactions authentic, genuine, believable, and real.
The more the players participate, the more they will get out of it; but even if all a
player wants to do is show up each time and just play the game, there’s a ton of
rewarding storytelling to be had!
Additionally, each player should also be aware of how much their fellow gamers are
getting out of the game, including the GM, and help to boost that when needed. Dream
Factory strongly fosters collaborative gaming, and all players should keep in mind that
storytelling success can only happen if what goes on works for everybody. In the next
chapters, we will see how it’s done.
One last thing: at the end of this book is a combination Glossary and Index. Feel free
to check there for help or reminders on specific terms used in this game, or to find
sections of rules covering what you seek.
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CHAPTER ONE: GETTING STARTED
(everything you have to do before you play)

The Game Plan
The first of three things you need is a Game Plan – an idea about what kind of story
you and the other players want to tell. The group should spend some time
brainstorming, spitballing, figuring out what sort of story they should tell: a wickedly
funny detective serial; maybe a dark, moody story about survival on the streets; perhaps
a yarn about alien dimensions and epic universe shattering truths. Whatever the story
you want to tell, you can in Dream Factory.
For people used to traditional roleplaying games, the Game Plan may seem unusual
– just think of it as the character sheet for the game itself.
There are several specific items in the Game Plan that need to be discussed and
decided on. They do not need to be determined in any particular order, rather they
should gel from the Game Plan conversation as the players travel back and forth
through the possibilities. These items are:






Genre & Mood
Premise/Hook
Two Lynchpins
Safeties
Everything Else

Genre & Mood
Genre is nothing more and nothing less than the flavor or type of the story, and
there are quite a few to choose from: SciFi, Teen Comedy, Fantasy, Saturday Morning
Cartoons, Romance, Suspense, the list goes on and on. You can be as general as
“Horror” or get very specific, such as “Apocalyptic Zombie Horror”. No matter what you
come up with, genre is just a starting point – you need a lot more than a category to
really bring the story to life.

This is just a sample
To get the FULL book (either e-book or
printed softcover or hardcover)
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Glossary and Index

GLOSSARY AND INDEX
Authority
The right to design and create the contents of the world of the narrative. Also
called authorship, this is the sole purview of the GM.
See page 5.

Awards
Rewards given to the players for their participation. Season Awards include
Subplots and Capstones, given at the episode that ends the season. Episode Awards are
from zero to three Karma points given at each episode’s end for fidelity to the game’s
Lynchpins and embracing one’s Quandary. Karma points are also given at the beginning
of each episode for doing Extras like homework for the game.
See pages 38-39, 59-62, and 101-104.

Base dice
Each gamer, whether player or GM, always has two normal six-sided dice to roll
for every Outcome Check, called their Base dice. These dice are constant.
See pages 29 and 46.

Boon
One of the ways to spend Karma points is to buy a Boon, which represents an
ongoing modification to the game’s narrative, permanently desired by the player.
Anything from a True Love to a signature weapon, from a magic artifact to a new ally
can be a Boon. Boons have a purchase cost, to be paid when acquiring a Boon, and an
activation cost, to be paid when using a Boon. All Boons must be approved by the GM.
Boons can be asked for at any time. Boons have no effect on augmenting your Outcome
Check total.
See pages 36, 70-77 and 81.
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Burnt
A temporary state of a Trait in which it cannot be used and is temporarily
unavailable for the purpose of winning Outcome Checks. A burnt Trait does not remove
the ability of the character to have that characteristic, merely the ability to use it to win
Outcome Checks.
See pages 36-37 and 49.

Capstone
One of two possible season awards (including Subplots). Desired Capstones
must be approved by the GM. The purpose of a Capstone is to take an accomplishment
or truth from the season that is ending and either widen the scope of it or make it
permanent for the duration of the coming season.
See pages 38-39.

Degrees of Success
Although most Outcome Checks are binary – success or fail, some have degrees
of success – mostly Information Outcome Checks. In these cases, barely beating the GM
gives only a slight success, while beating the GM by three yields a base success, and
beating the GM by six or more gives total success. Anywhere in between gives a
proportionate result.
See pages 84-85, 113, and 114-116.

Edge dice
There are a certain number of extra dice in the game, colored differently from
the Base dice, called Edge dice. Their number is equal to the total number of gamers
(including the GM) plus one. The GM starts out every episode with all of them.
Edge dice can be risked during an Outcome Check by the GM. The only use the
player has for Edge dice (apart from Negotiation) is their use to refresh burnt Traits;
voluntarily giving the GM an Edge die will gain back two of your burnt Traits (the GM
chooses which two.)
See pages 29, 36-37, 46-47, 49, and 83-84.

Effects
A one-time non-recurring advantage purchased with Karma that modifies the
game world in some way desired by the player and approved by the GM. For example,
finding a door conveniently unlocked, discovering that the policeman confronting the PC
went to their college and is amenable to letting them off with a warning, or having the
cavalry arrive in the nick of time. Check with the GM for the exact cost of the desired
result.
See pages 36, 66-70, 79, and 81.
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Emphatic Lacing
Spending one Karma for no other purpose or effect than to simply make it clear
to the GM and other players how important the current moment is for the spending
Player.
See pages 77-78, and 81.

Episode
A get-together of gamers for the purpose of advancing an ongoing narrative,
typically weekly for several hours. In Dream Factory, opening with the Prelude, then
spending the bulk of the time moving back and forth between Free Narration and
Outcome Checks, and ending with a Wrap-up.
See pages 31-32.

Extras
Homework essays, created content, and other contributions pre-approved and
requested by the GM to help them flesh out the world and/or improve the play
experience for all – and a good way to earn a lot of extra Karma, as well as participate
more deeply in the game.
See pages 60-62 and 103-104.

Free Narration
Most of the game is spent in Free Narration, during which the players and GM
simply converse back and forth, with the players announcing their PCs actions and the
GM constantly telling them what their characters see, hear, and otherwise sense. Free
Narration ends when an Outcome Check is called for by the GM, and after the Outcome
Check is resolved, Free Narration resumes.
See pages 34 and 37-38.

Fresh
The default state of Traits that have not been burnt and are not currently being
invoked or risked. A fresh Trait is available for use in an Outcome Check to augment the
owner’s total. Synonymous with unburnt.
Each player begins each episode with all their Traits fresh.
See pages 36-37 and 48-49.
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Game Plan
The character sheet of the game itself, which is created at the start of the first
episode of the game, and contains all pertinent information about the future narrative
and its aspects, including Lynchpins, Safeties, genre, and more.
See pages 9-13.

Gamer
Used in this book to specifically refer to anyone partaking in the game, whether
player or GM.
See page 6.

Gifting
When one or more players donate resources to a player in need. Each player
may only donate one Karma or one Edge die (but not both.) Once one has received a
gift, one cannot be gifted to again until after the resolution of the next (or current)
Outcome Check.
See page 37.

GM
The GM, also called the GameMaster, is the person in charge of the game, who
adjudicates and makes all calls, who creates the stories, plots, and NPCs, and who
interprets or even overrules the game system. The GM has the greatest responsibilities
in the game – and to it. The one power specifically not theirs is choosing the intended
actions, choices, and goals of the PCs.
See pages 1, 3-6, 107, and 109-124.

IC
IC stands for In Character, describing the fact that a player is currently coming
from the point of view of their character, such as speaking In Character, or used to
describe information or positions that the character may believe, even if the player
themselves does not. See OOC.
See pages 105-106.

Information Outcome Check (IOC)
An Outcome Check that results in information for the PC – either in the form of
perceptions, noticing clues, drawing conclusions, or other mental or perceptual insights.
Usually uses degrees of success. For more information, see Outcome Check.
See pages 44-45, 50, 91-92 and 114-115.
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Invoke
Risking a Trait in order to gain another dice to roll in the Outcome Check. The
GM has to approve invoking a Trait as appropriate to the nature of the Outcome Check
and the nature of the Trait. After being invoked, the Trait is said to be risked. If the
Outcome Check is won, the Trait will be burnt, while if the check is lost, it will be
returned to being fresh and ready to be used in another Outcome Check.
See pages 19-20, 46, and 85-86.

IRL
Stands for In Real Life, as opposed to in the game world. For example, stating
that while a certain company may not be guilty of crimes IRL, in-game they are guilty.
See page 131.

Karma
Special awarded points, given out both at the end of the episode for playing
into the game’s Lynchpins and your character’s Quandary, and also given out as a
reward for doing Extras, and even sometimes (rarely) given out during Negotiations.
The main uses of Karma are spending one to gain an additional die to augment your
Outcome Check total, or (when approved) spending them for things like Effects,
Boons, emphatic lacing, and so on. They can also be used in Negotiation, especially to
skip an Outcome Check, when the GM agrees.
See pages 11, 22, 33, 48, 59-81, and 101-105.

Lynchpin
An important aspect of the narrative, created at the beginning of the first
episode and written into the Game Plan. Each game has exactly two. Lynchpins
incentivize players to playing the game a certain way, as embracing Lynchpins during the
game leads to being awarded extra Karma at the end of the episode.
See pages 10-12, 59-60, 86-87, and 101-103.

Macroing
To use in-game downtime to explain or permit characters to perform nondramatic but time consuming activities, referred to as macroing or being in macro-time.
See pages 31, 32, 106, and 119-120.
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Mis/Fortune Deck
An upcoming optional supplement for Dream Factory (and useable with other
RPGs) intended to bring unexpected events and reversals of fortune that even the GM
doesn’t see coming, and used to add a bit of spice to otherwise predictable games.
See page 125.

Negotiation
It’s always acceptable to work out mutually agreed upon arrangements
between a player and the GM. Haggling, offers, and counter offers are all in good fun,
and can be initiated by the GM or by any player at any time. All Negotiations ends in
either an arrangement, or just a return to Free Narration (or an Outcome Check). The
GM should always make sure that all arrangements are followed through on.
See pages 35-36, 62, 64-66, and 100.

NPC
NPC stands for Non-Player Character. An NPC is a character portrayed by the
GM, not a player. Every character in the game apart from the players’ characters are
NPCs – from the extras in the background to the allies and friends of the PCs, to the
villains and all their henchmen, to the romantic interests of the PCs – and the GM has to
be all of them, convincingly. See PC.
See pages 1 and 5.

OOC
OOC stands for Out of Character, signifying statements reflecting knowledge
gained from outside of character’s experiences or the game itself. Used to describe the
fact that the player or GM is speaking as themselves, not as a character, or used to
indicate that the player or GM is coming from their own perspective, not from that of
any character in-game. See IC.
See pages 105-106.

Outcome Check (OC)
The main mechanic in Dream Factory to resolve dramatic uncertainties and
differences of opinion on what direction is taken when a potential fork in the narrative
is reached. Outcome Checks are the climactic moments and the main source of dramatic
suspense in the game. The normal Outcome Check has six phases:
 Reveal Stakes – players let the GM know what outcome they are
pursuing
 Risk Resources – assigning resources as desired (and permitted)
 Roll the dice
 Results get totaled
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Rewards and Losses are assigned, including victory and failure narrations
Return to Free Narration

Sometime Outcome Checks are used to see if the PCs pick up on clues or other
non-obvious information, or to see if a PC has a eureka moment and figures something
out, or just to check to remember something. These are Information Outcome Checks
(sometimes abbreviated as IOCs) and usually make use of degrees of success.
See pages 34-35, 37-38, 43-58, 84-86, 87-92, 95-96, 113-114, and 117-118.

Pass
An indication that one does not wish to try to risk any more resources toward
victory in an Outcome Check.
See page 47.

PC
Player’s Character – the character that the player considers “theirs”, defined and
described on the character sheet. Only PCs have Traits, Quandaries, and Karma. See NPC.
See pages 1 and 18-26.

Player
Used in this book to specifically reference people playing this game, not including
the GM. Each player has a character called a PC, whom they play within the narrative.
See pages 1 and 99-108.

Prelude
The start of an episode in which the following occur, in this order:
 The GM takes all the Edge dice and the players refresh all their Traits.
 Every player with more than 15 Karma has one last chance to spend
Karma before lowering their Karma total to 15.
 Awards for Extras like homework are given – even if it pushes Karma
over 15, since we are past the limit check now.
 Everyone participates in a brief recap, “last week on…”
See pages 33 and 62-63.

Quandary
A special characteristic of a PC indicating their most significant overall challenge
at the current moment. Players gain Karma awards by dramatically engaging with their
PC’s Quandary, whether that engagement results in success or failure, so long as it’s
significant and dramatic. Common Quandaries can include Alcoholism, Adrenaline
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Junkie, Crippling Grief, and Marked for Death, but normally not more mundane things
like winning employee of the month or seeking the perfect motorbike.
See pages 20-21, 41, 59-60, and 102-103.

Realism
In Dream Factory, the goal of making the game plausible enough for the willing
suspension of disbelief. Not to be confused with actual physical and detailed realism,
such as knowing exactly how many feet a rifle bullet can travel with accuracy when
firing into a strong wind – which isn’t necessary for our narrative purposes.
See pages 4-5 and 112.

Recovery
The process by which one can refresh Traits from a burnt state to a fresh state.
Apart from the automatic recovery of all Traits at the start of the episode, there are two
normal methods for recovering burnt Traits. The most common is to voluntarily give the
GM an Edge die, whereupon the GM will choose two of your burnt Traits to refresh. The
other way to refresh a Trait is to use the Rule of Destiny.
See pages 36-37 and 49.

Resources
Usually referring to Traits, Trait dice, and Edge dice, and sometimes Karma as
well. The tools of the trade a player or a GM leverages to win an Outcome Check.
See pages 37, 46-47, 48-49, and 118.

Risk
When a GM uses Edge dice or a player invokes Traits to increase their total
during an Outcome Check. Called risking resources, because if one wins the Outcome
Check, one loses the risked resources, on the other hand if one loses the Outcome
Check, one usually keeps the risked resources (apart from Karma, which once it’s spent,
is gone.)
See pages 46-47, 49, 63, and 93-94.

RPG
Roleplaying game: a game with rules that govern how the gamers in the group
craft a narrative. There are hundreds of RPGs out there, from rules-light ones to very
complex and complicated affairs. Some focus on rule sets that produce certain specific
kinds of stories, like fantasy or espionage, others aim to be more universal and widely
useable. Most (but not all) RPGs have one gamer who becomes the GM, while the other
become players. Most RPGs use their rules to simulate in some sense the reality of the
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story in the game, while other more narratively focused RPGs have rules that govern
how the story gets told instead.
See pages 1-2.

Rule of Destiny
Whenever a player has failed an Outcome Check, had no Edge dice as of the
start of the reward phase in the Check, and is receiving no Edge dice from the GM for
failing this check, the player may call upon this rule to have the GM refresh one of their
burnt Traits. The GM as always gets to choose which one.
See page 49.

Rule of Three and Six
The measure by which a successful Information Outcome Check is rated. Beating
the GM by three is considered a base success; beating the GM by six or more is
considered an extraordinary success that yields all achievable information. All other
results are proportionate, i.e. beating the GM by two gives most of the base information
one was seeking, but leaves a few things out.
See pages 50, 85, and 115.

Safety
Something that is pre-agreed to within the gaming group that limits where the
narrative can go. Game Safeties apply to everyone, while character Safeties only apply
to a specific PC. Common Safeties can include not permitting the protagonists to suffer
lasting or permanent defeat or loss, limiting the “rating” of the narrative or game, and
limits that avoid areas that certain players have indicated a problem with, such as
torture or overly cute talking animals.
See pages 12, 21, and 49.

Scene
The smallest unit of narrative time, whether in RPGs, film, television, or in
books. A change of locale usually indicates a new scene, as does a major plot twist, even
if in the same locale. Narratives consist of one scene after another, each acting as a link
in the overall chain of the plot. Multiple scenes make up any given episode.
See pages 31, 44, and 74.

Season
A group of episodes, taken together telling a more or less cohesive story that
deals with a common theme or over-arching issue, such as a main villain or central goal.
Comparable to a season for a television show.
See pages 31-32, 38-41, and 86-87.
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Solo (or Solo Gaming)
When an RPG is played with one GM and only one player – a command
performance. Most gamers prefer not to solo when possible, but will accept solo gaming
when there are only two gamers available.
See page 93.

Stakes
In Dream Factory, stakes are the outcomes that a player is looking to achieve by
winning an Outcome Check. The term comes from the phrase “having something at
stake”. It is very important that the players and the GM communicate clearly during the
Reveal Stakes phase of the Outcome Check what stakes can be won or lost, so they
know what resources to risk and how to be prepared for success or failure. Even when a
player wins an Outcome Check, a GM is within their rights to deny the player any
narration that goes significantly beyond what was specified during the Reveal Stakes
phase.
See pages 46, 87-88, and 89-91.

Subplot
One of two season awards (the other being Capstones) a player petitions the
GM for at the end of a season. There are two types of Subplots: one that elevates an
already existing background element closer to the foreground, and one that initiates a
new plot element from existing ingredients. Either must be approved by the GM as
earned by the player.
See pages 39-40 and 41.

Summary
A brief but complete recap of the previous episode’s story, usually done at the
end of the Prelude, right before beginning play in the current episode.
See page 33.

Totem
A physical object which represents a Trait to more easily track Trait status.
When you burn a Trait, you hand over the corresponding Totem to the GM, and don’t
get it back until the Trait is refreshed (or the end of the episode.) It must be instantly
clear which Totems belong to which player, as well as which Totems represent which
Traits.
See pages 29-30 and 93-94.
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Trait
A fundamental characteristic of a PC, used by invoking it (when appropriate)
during an Outcome Check to add a die to a player’s total dice. A Trait can be fresh and
ready to be used; risked and invoked in the process of being used; or burnt and out of
commission for now.
See pages 19-20, 33, 36-37, 41, 46-47, 48-49, 63-64, 85-87, 93-94, and 116-117.

Upping the Ante
During the Risk Resources phase of a normal Outcome Check, when a gamer
wants to increase the chance of winning the Outcome Check by risking more resources.
Always gives the other “side” a chance to do the same: if the GM ups the ante, the
players get another shot to risk more resources, and vice versa.
See page 47.

Wrap-up
This is what happens at the end of the episode. It includes handing out Karma
for Lynchpin and Quandary play, discussing the time and place of the next episode,
checking in with each other about past and future play, and assigning Extras like
homework. The Wrap-up for the final episode of the season also includes season awards
and conversation about any desired sheet changes, either character or Game Plan.
See page 33 and 38-41.
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APPENDIX A:
SECOND EDITION MECHANICS
As I mentioned in the Foreword, one of the reasons for a second edition to this
game are new, improved, and (in some cases) simplified mechanics. Here is a brief
overview of the main mechanical changes to this game, but to learn these new
mechanics, you should read the main text of this book.


Replaced “sessions” with “episodes” and “arcs” with “seasons” to bring the
terminology in line with the television shows we often model games after.



Simplification: each episode begins with the GM with all Edge dice, and the
players with all their Traits refreshed. This means that the only stat tracked
episode to episode is Karma. It also eliminates the ‘give an Edge die back to the
GM’ phase in the Prelude.



IOCs now follow the Rule of Three and Six: Win by three for a standard success,
win by six to receive all information you potentially could get from the moment.
All other degrees of success are proportional.



Formalized: The Rule of Destiny – lose an Outcome Check without possessing or
receiving any Edge dice and get one Trait refreshed (if any are burnt).



Simplification: Invoking Traits gives another die, not a +3 bonus to the total.
Now all resources used in OCs generate dice.



Simplification: A player’s only use for Edge dice now is to trade them back to the
GM for two refreshed Traits each. This change was made because in DF1 it
rarely made strategic sense for players to roll Edge dice.



Simplification: Outcome Check ties are now resolved simply, such as by a coin
flip.



Karma has been given its own dedicated chapter (Chapter Four). In addition,
DF1 Boons have been modified into DF2 Effects and Boons – check the Karma
chapter for full details.



Effects are one time only purchased game effects, Boons are recurring
purchased advantages.



Boons now have two costs, a purchase cost and an activation cost.
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Emphatic lacing, detailed in Chapter Four, is a new Karma mechanic that players
can use to underscore important moments for them.



There is a new limit on how much Karma players can have: 15 Karma; although
this limit only applies at the very start of the Prelude each episode. This will
prevent the hoarding of Karma, and encourage the regular use of it. See the
Karma chapter for more.

The list above of course is only a bird’s eye view to make sure that anyone used
to playing the first edition of Dream Factory doesn’t miss anything in upgrading to the
second edition. For best results, read this new second edition from stem to stern.
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APPENDIX B:
MATH AND PROBABILITIES
Some gamers like to really get under the hood, as it were, and know precisely
what the odds are of making a particular roll, and how different choices and options can
affect that roll. Most gamers don’t obsess over these details, but for those like the
author, here is the summary of how probability works in Dream Factory, and the actual
probability table.

GM Dice

While first edition Dream Factory was more complex (as it had two different
intersecting ways to increase a player’s Outcome Check total) this second edition has
been made uniform and utterly regular. The only way to get a higher total in an OC now
is to get and roll more dice – whether those dice come from Edge dice on the GM’s side
or invoking Traits and spending Karma on the player’s side. That plus the new simple tiebreaking method makes it almost trivial for a player to determine the odds of victory.
One simple table suffices to display the odds:

2
3
4
5
6

2
50%
19%
5%
1%
1%

PLAYER CHANCE TO WIN
Player Dice
3
4
5
6
7
81%
95%
99%
99%
99%
50%
78%
92%
98%
99%
22%
50%
75%
90%
97%
8%
25%
50%
73%
88%
2%
10%
27%
50%
71%

8
99%
99%
99%
96%
86%

The grey box at the intersection of two player dice and two GM dice is of course
the starting position of both having only their two base dice each. As the GM adds in
Edge dice, simply move down one row. As the player adds dice, whether through
invoking Traits or spending Karma, simply move right one column.
So when an Outcome Check begins and the GM adds in one Edge dice, the
player’s chance of simple victory becomes 19% – moving down one row from the grey
box. The player responds, perhaps by invoking two Traits, moving right two columns –
now the player has a 78% chance of winning, and so on. Each extra GM die means going
down one row, each extra Player die means going right one column.
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A very rough rule of thumb is that starting at equal amounts of dice (50/50),
gaining a die gives the side that gains it around a 75% chance of victory. Gaining a
second die brings that up to 90%, a third to 97%, and a fourth to 99% or better. Of
course that works in reverse too: starting at 50/50, the other side gaining a die means
you are down to 25%. If they gain a second, 10%. A third, 3%. A fourth 1% or less.
Writing this out inline, you can get a rough and ready approximation thusly:

1 – 3 – 10 – 25 – 50 – 75 – 90 – 97 – 99
So the player and the GM start out even at 50%. For every Edge die the GM
adds, the player’s chances go down a step, for every Edge die the player adds, their
chances go up a step – and it’s easier to keep in mind the above sequence than the full
table at the top.
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APPENDIX C:
BLANK SHEETS FOR THE GAME
Because Dream Factory is a simple game, official character sheets aren’t really
necessary – you can pretty much track all the details on scrap paper. However, for those
who want something official and tidier, the following four sheets are offered.
The two-page Character Sheet is first. The first page is for the basics. The large
box to the right of the Trait name is for either its Totem’s description or further Trait
notes. The line of grey boxes to the right of the Trait name is for tracking Trait status if
you aren’t using Totems. Everything else is pretty self-explanatory.
Since (without the use of Totem) eventually the Trait track will run out and you
will have to copy the relevant bits to a new Character Sheet first page, all of the more
detailed character information such as backstory, Boons, and equipment goes on the
second sheet, the detail sheet.
The Game Plan which follows is also a very straight-forward sheet. If you are using
some of the more common Safeties, you can just check them off or else list your own.
The next sheet is the Master Tracking Sheet that the GM can use in the absence
of Totems to track all relevant game resources, such as Traits, Karma, etc. There’s a
place to write starting Karma, a place to put hash marks as Karma gets spent, and an
EOS (end of episode) Karma box, so you can pick up right where you left off last episode!
Use the notes section for stuff you want to remember about the character as you play,
or for stuff that comes up during play that you want to remember at the end of the
episode. You can also use it for awards, feedback, and more. It’s best to use a new
Master Sheet each episode. (If you have more than three players, you can use two
Master Sheets per episode.)
Finally there is a Karma menu sheet suitable for printing several copies, so a GM
and their players can always see what’s available to be purchased that could take the
game to the next level.
Of course, the sheets in this book aren’t ideal – you may want to make your
own. Alternatively, visit the website at www.catnapcapers.com for full-page and fullcolor versions of these sheets that are a lot easier on the eye and have much more room
on which to write.
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Extra OC Die w/Risked Trait ......................... 1 Karma
Skip standard OC w/GM Approval ............... 2 Karma
Emphatic Lacing ........................................... 1 Karma

Minor Effect ................................................. 1 Karma
Major Effect ................................................. 3 Karma
Ultimate Effect ............................................. 5 Karma

Skip minor OC, GM Lifeline or Retcon .......... 1 Karma
Escape the Scene, Bypass Security ............... 3 Karma
Win Major Conflict, Prevent/Avoid Catastrophe. 5 Karma

Minor Boon .................................................. 2 Karma
Major Boon .................................................. 4 Karma
Ultimate Boon .............................................. 7 Karma

Minor Boon ........................... Free, Always Available
Major Boon ................... 1 Karma for Rest of Episode
Ultimate Boon .................. 2 Karma for Rest of Scene

Spent as agreed to by GM and player,
in any amount and to any end

About the Author
Benjamin Grant is no stranger to roleplaying games (RPGs). He has played (usually as
the gamemaster) dozens and dozens of RPG systems for over thirty years, from the
more “mainstream” D&D and World of Darkness to the more alternative Prime Time
Adventures and Shock: Social Science Fiction. His bookshelves are full of several
hundred gamebooks, with over a hundred different RPG systems represented at last
count. He can often be found tweaking the rulesets of whatever games he winds up
running, usually inventing whole subsystems, modifying the game being played to suit
the precise needs of the specific gaming group.
Apart from gaming, he maintains a keen and passionate interest in storycrafting,
also going back over three decades. He is an avid consumer and dissector of television
shows, films, and books ranging from horror to sci-fi, from adventure to drama, and
from soaps to sitcoms – always looking for the compelling and uplifting story moments
in which a made-up fiction can inspire within us a very real human response.
All of these influences have finally come together in Dream Factory, his first
published full-length roleplaying game. Benn Grant has taken what’s best about both
traditional, classical roleplaying games and narrative, alternative RPGs as well, and
added in the fruits of his decades of experience both of consuming stories and of
creating them.
Two years of writing, play-testing, and rewriting were consumed in the creation of
the first edition of Dream Factory. One year later, the game has evolved and those
improvements have resulted in this new second edition, perhaps in its conclusive form.
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